Gibraltar decides to free Iran's oil tanker

US seeks to detain ship, UK says

Tehran must abide by assurances

B ritain's Mediterranean territory Gibraltar decided yesterday to free a seized Iranian oil tanker, but did not immediately indicate when if the ship would sail out after the United States demanded a new, raised standoff over the maritime border dispute.

The Grace 1 was seized by British Royal Marine commandos in the British overseas territory of Gibraltar on July 4 on suspicion of violating Europe's Iran sanctions by taking off crude oil to Syria, a close ally of Iran.

We speak from a position of strength, not of fear, for we are holding the true懂事 of the world leading into the sea.

The two tankers have become pawns in the standoff between Iran and the West, which was raised to a new high with the raise of the diplomatic standoff between the UK's foreign and the United States.

His Highness the Amir sends greetings of the anniversary of his country's independence on America Independence Day.

His Highness the Deputy Amir Sheikh Abdullah bin Hamad al-Thani and His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani also sent a similar message to America President Donald Trump on the occasion.

President Moon Jae-in on the occasion.

His Highness the Deputy Amir Sheikh Abdullah bin Hamad al-Thani also sent a similar message to South Korean Prime Minister Lee Nak-yeon on the occasion.

The Amir sends greetings on I-Day welcomed the invitation. The Amir holds phone talk with Putin

Gibraltar and India

Anupama Gowda with the award for Best Supporting Actress.

G DI signs joint venture agreement with Seadrill

The terms of the well-based contracts will commence in 2020 with annual milestones continuing in 2021 and 2024 and an estimated total contract value of $1.5bn. The options could be exercised if the contractual stipulations are reached prior to the end of the four contracts period if the options are exercised by the customer at a time before the fourth year of the contract period.

The joint venture is formed to support the execution of the drilling contracts which have been awarded to GDI, a release issued by GIS said.

It is projected that GIS will announce the award of the joint venture contracts will commence in 2020 if the contractual stipulations are met. The options could be exercised if the contractual stipulations are reached prior to the end of the four contracts period if the options are exercised by the customer at a time before the fourth year of the contract period.

This combination of pictures shows the space tourism launch planned by two US congresswomen.

Virgil Grifith International, a wholly owned subsidiary of Civilian International Services (CIS), has executed a joint venture agreement with Seadrill Limited to service the Qatar Petroleum North Field Expansion drilling programme.

The first contract, which will be executed in the Gulf of Mexico, will be named "GulfDrill". The company, which has been awarded four exploration wells for Seadrill Limited to service the Qatar Petroleum North Field Expansion programme, will be named "GulfDrill".

The joint venture is formed to support the execution of the drilling contracts which have been awarded to GD, which includes the award issued by GIS yesterday.

GDI will have no legal capital contribution to the joint venture. GIS will be subordinated to the joint venture to mobilise and manage the rigs to meet the requirements of the drilling contracts. The joint venture will also be responsible for all operational and third-party obligations.

The joint venture comes in line with GIS' strategic to capture new business opportunities that would potentially help increase revenue and improve the company's financial performance.
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Poor visibility, strong winds during day, humid by night

Strong winds are expected in some parts of the country during the early hours of today, the Qatar Met department has said.

This will follow a likely spell of poor visibility in parts of the country in the early hours of the day, according to the weather report.

The department has said dusty conditions are expected in some areas by early this morning, followed by a hot day with slight dust in some areas as well as clouds.

Spectacular show at Souq Waqif

An entertainment show as part of the Eid al-Adha celebrations.

Eid al-Adha festivities conclude at Katara

A musical show was performed by the Police Training Institute.

Bangladesh embassy marks National Mourning Day

A Milad and special prayer were offered by the Bangladesh embassy on behalf of the embassy, the Bangladeshi community organisations in Qatar to pay tribute to the independence of Bangladesh.

In his remarks, ambassador Ashraf Ahmed paid homage to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman whose “tragic leadership ushered the Bangladeshi nation to its long cherished dream of independence”, the ambassador noted.

He applauded the leadership of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, daughter of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who has “spiritually maintained his high standards of leadership in the development of the country”. 

The envoy confirmed his commitment to render maximum services to the people in line with the government’s efforts to turn Bangladesh into “Gobeshona”.

A documentary titled “Our Milad” was screened to highlight the life and work of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

A Milad and special prayer was held to seek eternal salvation of all martyrs and the peace and prosperity of Bangladesh.

The gathering at the National Mourning Day event.

Hoisting of the national flag at half-mast.

Bahraini road works temporarily close Mesaieed Road

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has announced a minor diversion on Mesaieed Road from tomorrow until August 23. During the diversion, which will run in coordination with the General Directorate of Traffic, the service road below Hamad Port Interchange towards Al Wakrah will be closed for the convenience of bridge works. Ashghal has said in a statement. Motorists can use the right turn to reach their destinations.
Syrian rebels launch attack after government advances

Israel bars two US congresswomen from entering the country

Iran's top diplomat to visit Nordic capitals next week

Libya capital flights suspended after deadly rocket fire

Turkey demands full disarmament from the Hashd Shaabi

Tens of thousands of migrants on the move from Myanmar to Thailand

Some 200 migrants from Myanmar have been found in Thailand’s southern province of Narathiwat on Wednesday, authorities said. The migrants, mostly from Myanmar’s Rakhine state, were said to be heading to Malaysia, a major destination for asylum seekers and irregular migrants in the region. The Thai authorities have stepped up efforts to intercept and repatriate migrants from Myanmar, Vietnam, and other countries in recent years. The latest group of migrants were found near the town of Kuala Lumpur, which is a common entry point for migrants seeking to enter Malaysia. The Thai authorities have been under pressure to address the issue of migrant smuggling, which has been a significant problem in the region. The find comes amid concerns about the humanitarian situation of migrants in the region, with many facing violence and abuse in their home countries. The Thai authorities have urged the international community to provide assistance to address the needs of migrants and refugees in the region. The situation has raised questions about the effectiveness of regional and international efforts to tackle migrant smuggling and border management. It is unclear what action, if any, the Thai authorities will take in response to the latest find. The Thai government has been under pressure to address the issue of migrant smuggling, which has been a significant problem in the region.
Tanzania fuel tanker blast toll hits 85

The death toll from a weekend fuel tanker explosion in eastern Tanzania rose to 85 yesterday, a regional official said, though the actual number of fatalities was not clear.

The explosion occurred when the vehicle in Morogoro, about 200km west of the capital, Dar es Salaam, caught fire.

Government officials initially reported at least 60 people were killed. The official death toll now stands at 85. There are 17 accident victims with burn injuries admitted here at the regional referral hospital in Dar es Salaam, the commissioner said.

On Sunday the prime minister called for the investigation to be expanded after Mugabe was removed in a coup earlier this year.

The US embassy in Harare said in a statement it was aware of reports of a "suspicious vehicle explosion in eastern Tanzania".

"We have asked the Tanzanian government for more information and will continue to monitor this situation," the embassy said.

"The developments so far point to a real and ongoing threat to the security of the country," the US embassy said.

The Tanzanian government has been accused by rights groups of failing to adequately investigate the explosion and of covering up the role of the ruling party in the disaster.

The government has denied any involvement and has told reporters it was carrying out a full investigation.

"There is nothing to identify them with. " he said.

"It’s a smear campaign by NGOs to defame our people," he said.

"This is just a smear campaign. We will not allow it. We will continue to fight against the abuse of power," he added.

The government has also been criticized for its handling of the economy, which is facing its worst crisis in a decade.

Since Wednesday, the police have intensified their crackdown on violent protests that led to the deaths of more than 20 people.

The government has said it was not aware of the abductions of Mkhwebane, an official of the African National Congress (ANC), who perform it and protection for the tradition has had serious consequences for Nigerian society.

In 2017, the Nigerian Senate passed a bill to criminalize the practice of facial markings.

The court also ruled that Mkhwebane had failed to investigate the Gupta business family and high-ranking members of the African National Congress (ANC).

The practice of facial markings, known as "y worst thing to his own son because it’s his mother’s birthday."

"The practice of facial markings..."

The practice of facial markings has been performed in an array of styles by different ethnic groups in Nigeria.

A woman bearing tribal marks on her chest poses in Lagos.
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Trump urged to shift wall money to gun measures

T he Senate Democrats have asked the Trump administration to direct funds for the economically struggling nation of Libya, including at least $1 billion to come the House legislation, with the top Democrat, said on W ednesday that public

Average Arctic sea ice meanwhile set a record low for July, running well below the long-term average. The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said on W ednesday that the sea ice had been the lowest on record since satellite data began in 1979. The agency said the record low was due to a combination of climate change and natural variability.

"It's not a shortsighted or a innocuous act," the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said in a statement. "It's a matter of urgency and responsibility that we must act to address the impacts of climate change.

The Senate committees to work on themselves and others.

Trump-Called gun control measures.

Ottawa, Canada's Trudeau accepts he breached ethics rules

Canada's Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has accepted he breached ethics rules.

"I have come to the conclusion that I should not have accepted the hospitality from the Oliva Plata Foundation," Trudeau said in an address to the Parliament in Ottawa. "I have been clear that I have failed to live up to the high standards I have set for myself and for our government.

The appointment of Trump to the role of second in line for the presidency was not without its critics. Some, including Senator Elizabeth Warren, have called for Trump to be impeached for his role in the impeachment of former President Donald Trump.

But he failed to make a mark on the presidential race and withdrew from the contest two months later, according to the Federal Election Commission.

There were major changes on the Republican side, however, as the vote was still too close to call.

The White House called the decision of the Clinton Foundation to give up its role in the presidential campaign a "deplorable act," and accused the Democrats of "running scared."
Teen’s death due to starvation, no sign of foul play: autopsy report

AFP
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At least 14 people were killed and nearly 150 others were injured when two buses carrying hundreds of people, including students and teachers, veered off the road on Monday morning in Takua Pa district, Phang Nga province.

Malaysia to interrogate Indian preacher for racial remarks

M alaysian authorities will question Indian Islamic preacher Zakir Naik for his allegedly provocative comments in the country’s ethnic-religious context, the government said.

Malaysian authorities will question Indian Islamic preacher Zakir Naik for his allegedly provocative comments in the country’s ethnic-religious context, the government said. The move comes after several Indian states and groups have called for “sociallyeti ed verbal communication and could only write a few words. She attended school for young people with learning and communication difficulties.

Philippines alarmed by Chinese warships in its waters

Philippine authorities were alarmed by the appearance of what they said is a Chinese missile frigate in the Philippine Sea on Monday.
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14 dead in rebel attack on Myanmar military town
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JAPAN

More protests likely in Hong Kong over weekend

Protests against the extradition bill in Hong Kong have already claimed the lives of three people and left scores injured. An attack on police officers in June that killed one officer and injured 11 others was the latest in a series of violent incidents.

The protests represent the biggest populist challenge for Chinese President Xi Jinping since he came to power in 2012 and show no immediate signs of abating.

Opposition to the extradition bill has developed into wider concerns about the erosion of freedoms guaranteed under the “one country, two systems” framework put in place after the British handover. China's new national security law took effect in June.

The protests have been met with a heavy-handed response from the government, with police frequently using tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse protesters.

As the protests continue, there are growing concerns about the stability of the region and the potential for violent clashes to escalate.

Despite the government's efforts to quell the protests, the situation remains tense, with both sides entrenched in their positions and no clear path to resolution in sight.

In the meantime, the international community is watching closely, with many expressing concern about the human rights implications of the protests and the potential for violence to spiral out of control.

TAIWAN

Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen's visit to the US on Saturday security
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Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen's visit to the US on Saturday is expected to raise tensions with China, which has threatened to impose sanctions on individuals and organizations involved with Taiwan. The visit comes amid growing geopolitical tensions in the region, with China and the US both stepping up their military exercises and diplomatic efforts to assert their influence.

Taiwan is a self-governing island located off the southeast coast of China, with a population of around 24 million. It is widely viewed as a sensitive issue in Sino-American relations, with Beijing branding the island as a “rogue element” and warning that it would use force if necessary to bring it back under its control.

The visit is likely to be met with a strong response from China, which has already expelled several American diplomats in recent weeks as part of a broader diplomatic campaign aimed at pressuring Taiwan.

In the meantime, the international community is watching closely, with many expressing concern about the potential for violence to spiral out of control.

ASIA/AUSTRALASIA

Powerful Japan storm slams into southern Hiroshima, snarls holiday travel

A powerful tropical storm came ashore on the southern coast of Japan’s main island of Kyushu, bringing gusts of up to 120 km/h and heavy rain.

The storm, known as Krosa, has already claimed one life and left dozens injured. It is expected to cause widespread damage and disruption, with flights and trains canceled and roads and highways blocked.

The storm is also expected to bring heavy rain to other parts of the country, raising concerns about flooding and landslides.

In the meantime, the international community is watching closely, with many expressing concern about the potential for violence to spiral out of control.

Astonished by the latest in a series of North Korean missile tests, US President Donald Trump expressed determination to act against the threat posed by the young and dynamic leader of the hermit kingdom.

The US leader said he was “deeply concerned” by the events and had “not changed” the US position on the issue.

In the meantime, the international community is watching closely, with many expressing concern about the potential for violence to spiral out of control.

New Zealand mosque attacks

A man who appeared to be a lone attacker has been arrested in New Zealand after a shooting spree that left dozens dead and injured. The attack took place at two mosques in Christchurch, where the attacker reportedly wounded and killed several people.

The attack is the latest in a series of mass shootings in New Zealand, which has already claimed the lives of dozens of people.

In the meantime, the international community is watching closely, with many expressing concern about the potential for violence to spiral out of control.

Agile intelligence, inspired by the latest in a series of North Korean missile tests, has been widely hailed as a key to countering the threat posed by the young and dynamic leader of the hermit kingdom.

The US leader said he was “deeply concerned” by the events and had “not changed” the US position on the issue.

In the meantime, the international community is watching closely, with many expressing concern about the potential for violence to spiral out of control.

The attacks have been met with a strong response from China, which has already expelled several American diplomats in recent weeks as part of a broader diplomatic campaign aimed at pressuring Taiwan.
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Rival plans to block no-deal Brexit clash

BRITAIN/IRELAND

Police officers inspect items, including a bag and a sheathed knife, at the former parish church of St John's outside the nearby Home Office building.

A spokesman for Johnson’s office said the Labour leader was showing contempt for the 21-day rule. “Jeremy Corbyn believes that the people are sovereign and politicians can cancel public votes they don’t like,” he said.

Labour party sources have said, however, that there may be short-term disruption, it would provoke a breakdown in the Brexit bloc and eventually allow the government to force through its deal. The pound, which tumbled in response to the result, was up 0.8% at $1.2287.

A spokeswoman for Johnson’s office said the government was “thoroughly confident” in its ability to deliver a no-deal Brexit.

Johnson, who led the 2016 campaign during the 2016 referendum, has vowed to forge a new economic partnership with the EU that would struggle to form a majority in the 650-seat parliament.

He said he hoped his proposal would lead to a “calm parliamentary process that will bring the country back together”.

Johnson’s goal is to secure a new economic partnership with the EU that will “set us on the road to prosperity and recovery”.

Northern Ireland does not have a separate government, but Johnson’s office said it would work closely with the Northern Ireland office in the UK government to ensure that all stakeholders are consulted.

A spokesman for the US diplomat said the airport reopened just before 1030 GMT. "We are working closely with the Northern Irish government to ensure that all stakeholders are consulted."
Six EU countries take to in some migrants stranded off Italy

**Nuclear testing near city is a crime: ecologist**

A spokesperson for Rosatom described the landing as “a miracle”. The plane was flying at more than 35,000 feet when it hit a flock of birds, causing it to nose-dive. "The pilot did everything possible to avoid disaster but was unable to escape the crash," the spokesperson said.

**Moon rising**

The moon rose over the city of Athens last night, according to the Greek National Observatory.

**Russians hail hero pilot after emergency landing**

**EU water bombers join Greek battle against massive island fire**

**Sweden detains man suspected of plotting ‘terrorist crime’**

**Greece**

The Greek government has detained a man suspected of plotting a terrorist attack, according to reports.

**EU news wrap**

- The European Commission has launched a new initiative to support the green transition in the EU.
- The EU has reached a deal with the United States on digital taxation.
- The European Parliament has approved a new budget for the next five years.
- The European Central Bank has lowered interest rates to stimulate the economy.
- The EU has signed a new trade agreement with Japan.
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**India Today**

**Bengali move will boost BJP in W Bengal: Ghosh**

Most Bengali Brahmin Janata Party (BJP) chief Dilip Ghosh yesterday welcomed the decision of the national leadership to set up a Bengali-speaking corridor in the Eastern and North-Eastern region. "We welcome the decision of the national leadership to set up a Bengali-speaking corridor in the Eastern and North-Eastern region. It will help in the growth of the party in West Bengal," Ghosh told AFP.

**Kashmir to ease the impact of a lockdown**

Kashmir to ease the impact of a lockdown by shortening the curfew by an hour in the region. The curfew will end an hour later than usual. Radio news coverage in Kashmir will expand shortwave output will be extended by 30 minutes from Monday.

**A special court in Vellore to be trifurcated**

The Supreme Court has trifurcated the Vellore District and creating two new districts – Ranipet District and a new district in the Vellore region. The case shocked the nation when a young man and women used as witnesses were killed in January this year.

**BT Irresistible arrest suspect in Indore**

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) arrested Ashraf Shaikh, a key accused in the murder of journalist Gauri Lankesh. Shaikh was arrested from a hotel in Indore along with Dinkar Adivare, the driver of the accused vehicle, and Arun Kumar. The case is related to the fake encounter of Gauri Lankesh in 2018. Shaikh and Adivare were working as a labourer and a policeman respectively.

**Vidya Sinha, known for her work in Bollywood films, dies aged 71.**

Veteran Bollywood actress Vidya Sinha, who was known for her work in Bollywood films, died aged 71. She left behind a legacy of timeless performances that will forever be remembered.

**UN Security Council to discuss Kashmir**

The United Nations Security Council is scheduled to hold a meeting on Kashmir today, for the second time since the Indian government stripped the region of its autonomy.

**Vellore district to be trifurcated**

The Tamil Nadu government has announced the trifurcation of Vellore district and creating two new districts – Ranipet District and a new district in the Vellore region.

**Bond of love and affection**

Two Bollywood stars have announced their engagement, much to the delight of their fans and the entertainment industry.

**Subdued Independence Day celebrations in Kashmir**

Kashmir witnessed subdued Independence Day celebrations due to the ongoing lockdown. Streets were empty outside Srinagar, as government of- ficials suggested that the celebrations be held in a low key manner.

**Several lapses in Pehlu murder probe: court**

A Rajasthan court which convicted three men for an attack on a Dalit boy has found several lapses in the investigation. The court sentenced the three men to life imprisonment for the attack.

**Free bus travel for women in Delhi on Oct 29**

Women can travel for free on Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) and cluster buses in Delhi from October 29, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal announced.

**Higher note ban to affect homeowners, AFUH tells court**

The All India Federation of Ujala Holders (AFUH) has submitted an affidavit in the Supreme Court saying that the higher note ban will affect homeowners.
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UN: Hunger driving migration in drought-hit Central America

By Associated Press

Our harvests and prolonged drought are driving rural families in parts of Central America from their homes to seek better opportunities in their own or neighboring countries and in the United States, the United Nations says.

Almost 2 million people in Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua have destroyed most crops and burned harvests, leaving poor subsistence farmers said on Wednesday.

A Peruvian court ordered the arrest of the indigenous governor of a mineral-rich southern region after sentencing him to six years in prison for leading 2011 deadly protests.

A BioUrban is not to replace real trees, but can be used in high-traffic areas. "They can be used in high-traffic areas," said Ferrer. "But they can also be used in industrial areas where planting a forest would not be viable."
KP cabinet okays bill for integrated tourism zones

The KP cabinet has approved a bill for integrated tourism zones, which would be presented in the provincial assembly for consent. Besides other things, the bill proposes to amend the Tourism Ordinance 1994, and the Mines and Minerals Act 2017, and the River Protection Ordinance 2018, to incorporate clauses to rectify the due process as indicated to the auditors in the relevant reports. It says that during the year 2017-18, on disciplinary cases initiated against the officers belonging to the Establishment Division, the authority of the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA), the Revenue Investigation Agency (RIA), the Federal Excise and Revenue Intelligence Bureau (FEB), and the Federal Board ofRevenue (FBR) was applied. The federal laws are those which incorporate clauses to certify the auditors in the relevant reports.

The Kashmir exchange of fire leaves at least five dead

A de facto frontier that divides Pakistan’s region of Azad Jammu and Kashmir from Indian-administered Kashmir was in denial over the situation in the disputed region.

The atmospheric pollution increased at times due to high vehicular traffic, which would go on. The pollution level comprising particulate matter of 2.5 microns (PM2.5) has dropped (improved) below the permissible ratio of 35 micrograms (mcg) per cubic metre (mcg/m3), being recorded at the Wagah border checkpoint. TVS and 23 officers were exonerated.

Islamabad sees ideal air quality

Islamabad is embracing the healthy vibes during the monsoon season, maintaining the ideal ambient quality in the federal capital.

The 15-member United Nations human rights council drew attention to the reports of gross human rights violations in the Middle East; one of them was the atrocities committed by the Israeli occupation forces against the Palestinian people in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The council expressed concern over the ongoing occupation of Jerusalem and the Al-Aqsa mosque, as well as the illegal settlement activities in the occupied territories.

The respective National Environmental Quality Standards (NEQS) for these are 80mcg/m3 and 120mcg/m3. The pollution level comprising oxidized nitrogen dioxide ratio.

In its yearbook for 2017-18, the Establishment Division, the government’s administrative division, published recently, the ED said that the adherence to rules is slow. According to the statistics, 36% of disciplinary cases were not followed by any action against the AO or IO, as no clause or rule which outlines the procedure is available, in which it is observed that they are not followed by any action.
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Examples of good ends

Istikharah: The Guidance Prayer

The Prophet said, “Seek guidance before doing anything.” [Al-Bukhari].

Istikharah means to ask Allah the results of a certain matter before proceeding with it, to seek Allah’s guidance concerning a particular action. Istikharah consists of: (1) Our subconscious wishes, (2) Our subconscious needs, and (3) What is best for us. Istikharah is an obligation, recommended for the Muslims to do in any matter in which they are uncertain of the results. Istikharah is a personal procedure, not a public prayer. This prayer is done individually and privately.

Guidance Prayer

Istikharah means asking Allah for guidance before doing anything. Before proceeding with a matter, the person should say the Guidance Prayer. This prayer is not a prayer for entering into a state of worship except Allah) seeking the ilaaaha illallah [such a deed he would enter Hell, but

Mortgage

mortgage can be used as collateral for a loan. If the mortgager defaults on the loan, the mortgagee (the lender) has the right to seize the mortgaged item and sell it to cover the debt. If the mortgaged item is sold for more than the debt, the excess goes to the mortgager; if less, the mortgager must make up the difference. The mortgagee enjoys possession of the mortgaged item until the debt is paid in full.

Guidance Prayer

The results of the Guidance Prayer are not always clear-cut. Sometimes the guidance prayer may give no clear indication of what to do. In such cases, the person should consult a knowledgeable and trustworthy person, such as a religious leader, to determine the best course of action. The guidance prayer should be used as a tool to seek Allah’s guidance and make informed decisions, but it should not be used as a substitute for personal judgment and discernment. It is important to remember that Allah’s guidance is ultimately the best source of guidance, and that the guidance prayer should be used in conjunction with personal reflection and consultation with others to arrive at the best course of action.
Trump's attack on Endangered Species Act must be resisted

Chicago notched a win for an endangered species this summer as Great Lakes piping plovers Monty and Rose nest at Montrose Beach in Chicago. Activists launched two lawsuits, with the help of many watchful volunteers and concerned citizens. Meanwhile, Alabama’s chief justice is credited with saving iconic wildlife including the bald eagle, gray bear, and California condor. Industries including oil and gas, agriculture and ranching resist limits on their activities. This move by Donald Barnhart, director of the Interior Department, mobilise, urgently and together, to save our planet and biodiversity report in May. “We can no longer continue to destroy the diversity of life,” he said. “We must be resisted.”

We can no longer continue to destroy the diversity of life

The Trump administration announced its plans to make several changes to the Endangered Species Act on Monday, the first day of its 8-month in office. The plan to end the protection for many species, including the gray wolf, the polar bear, and the Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep, would end the ability of the federal government to protect species from extinction. The Interior Department has said it is working to save the listed species, but environmentalists say the move is an attempt to weaken the law.

The Trump administration’s decision is part of a larger effort to roll back environmental regulations and policies. The administration has announced plans to weaken the Clean Water Act and the National Environmental Policy Act, and to make it easier for industries to expand without considering environmental impacts.

In flood-prone south India, doctors tend mental scars

P ERIODIC flashes of trauma are still hitting the记忆 of those who survived the 2018 floods in Kerala state, India. Infl  ood-prone south India, the Kerala government has launched a psychological support program to help those affected. But while environmentalists have warned that such floods could trigger further stress and trauma for the area, the Kerala government has announced a second stage of its effort to manage mental health problems after the 2018 floods. The government is now planning to create a network of mental health centers in flooded areas, including in areas regularly affected by floods.

The government has also announced a plan to train mental health workers across India to help those affected by future floods. The government has said it will provide psychological support closer to people’s doorsteps. The plan is expected to be implemented as soon as possible, and the government will continue to monitor the situation.
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The IMFs latest victims

Scientists find micro plastic in Arctic ice

The loan may have been unprecedented in size, but it had all the familiar characteristics of the Fund’s enterprise. In exchange for the cash, Argentina was required to implement structural reforms and, in order to balance its primary budget in 2019 and capably, reduce its external deficit. Argentina complied - and the economy suddenly deteriorated.

When water is running at over 90% of capacity, the ocean, and unemployment is afoot, Argentina is not near the IMF's target for investment and growth, which has already been revised twice. More downward revisions are expected in 2020. In March, the IMF approved a $4.2 billion, three-year loan that was to be used as a huge boost in private-sector investment. According to the Fund's own report, it would have on Greece's economy. In exchange, the Fund's lending approach with Argentina.

The researchers said the ice they sampled appeared to be at least a year young. The team inspected the ice in early August 2019 in the Northwest Passage, in a still image taken from a handout video obtained by Reuters on August 14, 2019. The Northwest Passage Project is an international scientific expedition in the Swedish icebreaker Nordica, which covered some 2,000 nautical miles and covered some 2,000 nautical miles and was conducted by an international team of scientists from the universities of London, Australia, and Germany.

Yet, a mere five years later, the Fund's credibility was severely undermined by the growing recognition of the environmental impact of plastic pollution. The total amount of plastic waste in the Pacific Ocean's Marianas Trench has more than doubled since 2000, according to a study published in the journal Nature in 2018. The study found that the total amount of plastic waste in the Pacific Ocean has increased by 25% since 2000, and that the amount of microplastics in the ocean has increased by 40% since 2010.

The study concluded that the increasing amount of plastic waste in the ocean is having a significant impact on marine life. The researchers found that microplastics are ingested by a variety of marine organisms, including fish, birds, and marine mammals. They also found that microplastics can cause harm to marine life, including inflammation and tissue damage.

The findings of the research now appear in JAKIB.
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Indians celebrate Independence Day

By Shafeeq Alingal

The 73rd Independence Day of India was celebrated yesterday at a ceremony marked by patriotic fervour and attended by a large number of community members of the Indian Cultural Centre (ICC) in Doha.

The special function was held at the ICC’s Ahsik Hall, which was packed with community members.

Independence Day functions were also held at different Indian schools in Qatar.

Addressing the gathering at the ICC, ambassador Kumaran greeted the gathering and commended the efforts of freedom fighters and soldiers.

He hailed their efforts to move the country forward and said India was moving towards becoming a socially and economically developed country.

The event was attended by a large number of Indian expatriates, including Indian embassy staff, Indian leaders from different Indian states and cultural organisations, community leaders from different Indian states and students from various Indian schools.

After the Tricolour was raised, a speech and presentation of patriotic songs was given to the accompaniment of the national anthem, which was followed by a speech and presentation of patriotic songs.

The event was attended by a large number of Indian expatriates, including Indian embassy staff, Indian leaders from different Indian states and cultural organisations, community leaders from different Indian states and students from various Indian schools.
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